The quantization based filtering method (see [1], [2] ) is a grid based approximation method for solving nonlinear filtering problems with discrete time observations. It relies on off-line preprocessing of some signal grids in order to construct fast recursive schemes for filter approximation. We give here an improvement of this method by taking advantage of the stationary quantizer property. The key ingredient is the use of vanishing correction terms to describe schemes based on piecewise linear approximations. Convergence results are given and comparison with sequential Monte Carlo methods is made.
INTRODUCTION
The technique of optimal quantization [3] of random vectors is especially useful in problems where many expectations or conditional expectations need to be computed. It appears as an efficient method to transform an integral into a finite weighted sum with a controlled approximation error. We can find some applications of this technique in [2, 4] . In [5] , some numerical methods to construct optimal quantization grids for multidimensional Gaussian distributions are given. For the probability density function (pdf) estimation problem which is the filtering problem, we use Kallianpur-Striebel formula [6] to derive a dynamic programming formula allowing to estimate the pdf recursively. Like in [7] , this approach makes possible the use of quantization at each time step in order to compute conditional expectations. We will call the algorithm introduced in [7] the zero order scheme. In this paper, we are interested by first order approximation using optimal or at least stationary quantizers to estimate the required pdf. Our aim here is to propose operating first order schemes [8, 2] which improve the convergence rate of the zero order schemes from both theoretical and practical viewpoints. We first present them in a backward way; this is the natural manner to devise them and the appropriate formulation to establish error estimates. m1 min X-xt 1Mpp 1<i<N~~~p One shows that LP-optimal N-quantizers is necessarily a projection following the nearest neighbor rule on F of X. Namely: According to [3, 4] , ED'N is a (strictly) decreasing sequence converging to 0 when N -> +oo. Furthermore, the rate of convergence of Dx'P toward 0 is ruled by Zador's Theorem:
Theorem. 1 (see [3, 4] 
More details on process quantization are given in [7] .
where (rik) is a sequence of iid Rq -valued random variables, independent of or(Xo, £k k > 1).
We assume for convenience, that Yo = 0 and that, for every 1 < k < n, the distribution of Yk given Using Kallianpur-Striebel formula [6] , the problem can be reduced to the computation of the unnormalized filter w1n
defined by:
Then, I71n f= {.
Remark. 3 For convenience, the dependency of In and w12 in the observation process has been omitted, as y is fixed. For the same reason, we will denote gk (X) 9k(Yk-1, X, Yk) for 1 < k < n, and go := 1.
By introducing the operators (Hk)o<k<n defined below, a sequential definition of the unnormalized filter w1n can be given.
Namely, if one defines, for every x Ce Rd:
then we have 7nf = to o Ho ... o Hnf.
Consequently, we can write sequentially, either in the forward way:
UO =po o Ho:, Uk = Uk-o Hk , < k < n -1, (8) or in the backward way:
Rn= Hnn, Rk =HkoRk+1, O<kK<n-1, (9) so that w12f = ,oRof = Un-io Hn f.
the natural approximation procedure by quantization, as defined in (10) below appears as a zero order scheme. It is defined as follows:
Hkfk(X) =gk(Xk)E[f(Xk+l)Xk, 0 < k < n-1, Hnf(Xn) = gn (Xn)f(Xn) (10) Defining ,uo the discrete distribution of X7O, we have respectively the following forward and backward iterative zero order approximation schemes:
Uo ,uoHO, Uk= Uk loHk, 1<k<n-1, (11) and Rn = Hn, Rk =HkoRk+1, O<k<n1, (12) so that wnf = uoRof = Un-1 I Hnnf Formally, this scheme is slightly different from that presented in [7] (the definition of Hk operators is different inducing a shifted scheme structure). Nevertheless, the zero order quantization filter estimator itself remains the same, and we have the following convergence result: (15) and then, irn f = ioRof.
In (15), DRkf is a quantization based estimate for DRkf. It needs to be specified to transform the above scheme into an implementable algorithm. In [2] , the scheme (15) is introduced with no computational considerations concerning DRk f. It is shown that under assumptions H2 and HI, the quantization based unnormalized filter converges toward wrnf at a rate Z= 1' Ak (instead of >k1 Ak 112 in the original zero order scheme from [7] ).
Our aim is to propose some estimate DRkf for DRkf, in order to combine computability skills and convergence rate improvement. In this aim, two methods will be exhibited: * the first one is based on an induction: at each time step k we evaluate {DRk, Rk} using {DRk+1, Rk+±1}. This approach leads to a one step recursive scheme and is investigated in Section 3; * the second one is based on an integration by_parts following an approach developed in [8] : the operator DRk is defined as a weighted expectation of Rk. The scheme constructed by plugging DRkf expression in (15) leads to a two step recursive scheme, details are investigated in Section 4.
FIRST ORDER QUANTIZATION SCHEMES

One step scheme
We introduce for this section the following assumption, in the spirit of H2, but in fact a bit more restrictive:
Hypothesis. 2' For each 1 < k < n, Fk admits a bounded, uniformly Lipschitz derivative with respect to its first variable. Namely, Vx,/ C Rd' V C Rd:
&oFk(x, E) -xFk(xl,,) < [ xxFk , and Jj9xFjj,, a= max j&1xFkjj < +0.
We investigate here the recursive approach to estimate DRk. Under H2', the probability transitions Pk are K-Lipschitz with K = jj,xFjj,. Furthermore 
Note that this scheme is completely computable, as it can be rewritten easily using finite weighted sums. The quantizers Fk and the weights -which we call from now on companion parameters -can be computed off line and stored in an accessible codebook, so that the only on line computation cost will be the calculus of operators Rk, Rk and DRk. The scheme can be reformulated in distribution and in a forward way in order to implement it numerically [9, 10] . The convergence rate is given by the following theorem:
Theorem. 5 Assume HI and H2' and let f satisfying Hnn f C Cb,Lip. [9] , Rkf C Cb,Lip. Using results detailed in [9] , we can write, for each O<k < n-1: 
Elements for a comparison with particle filters
The underlying principles of numerical methods in sequential non linear filtering are the same (see [11] From an algorithmic viewpoint, some more differences deserve to be mentionned. It is about the complexity of each algorithm, summerized in Table 1 .
Owing to the off line computations of the quantizer grids, constants Co, Ci and C3 for quantization filters represent elementary operations computation cost. For particle filters, C3 and C4 include simulation cost, and could be dependent of N which results in more complex algorithms. This occurs for SIR algorithm with some particular resampling algorithms. Finally, we should remark that quantization methods need smaller grid sizes than Monte Carlo methods to attain convergence regions.
This will be pointed out in numerical results [12, 10] . This fact, in some cases, compensates the relatively high complexity range of quantization methods, particularily in low signal dimensions.
